
3,400 sqft structure tent - Though the beauty of our  authentic barn is no comparison!
Sidewalls - Tent sidewalls really don't compare to our lap wood siding walls, windows, &
functional barn sliders, visible inside and outside but it's the best comparison we could find
Portable toilet - Our bathroom is gorgeous, complete with a beautiful vanity backsplash
made of our barn's original siding. Can you really compare that to a portable toilet? 
Fans - pole-mount rental fans can't compete with our ceiling fans in beauty
Bistro lighting - This is just the rental cost of 500 ft. of lighting. Don't forget, you need to
add the cost of mounting hardware.
Regular Lighting - Light towers compared to our jelly jar and ceiling fan lights.
Tables - (2) 6' wood farm tables (Ours are handmade from our own trees!)
Tables - (4) 6' folding tables
Tables - (16) 5' round tables
Chairs - 125 white resin folding chairs
Whiskey barrels (10)
Patio stand heaters (4)
Generator - Depending on your needs, generators can exceed $1000.
Flooring - Our combination of stamped concrete and real wood flooring are a serious
upgrade from our comparison, black turf carpet ($0.50/ft).
Dance Floor (18x18) 
We can't find a comparable rental for the following items, but just imagine if you added
them to your rental tab!
+Parking attendant
+Barn use Friday evening - hosting the rehearsal dinner &being able to set up the night
before. In order to use the tent an addl. day, your cost will likely increase by at least 25%.
+1 hr. onsite for engagement or bridal photos
+1 hr. walk-through with your vendors - (1mo. prior)
+Experienced guidance & coordination - with you, your vendors, & your planner
throughout the entire process
+Robust planning portal - for use in planning & coordination with all parties involved
+Rain plan - If it rains at Due Sorelle Farm, you get to host your ceremony in our
GORGEOUS barn. If it rains in your back yard, you have to get married in a tent
+Open-air patio with fire pit - complete with furniture & bistro lighting next to the barn.
We couldn't really find that for rent.

How does our cost for a Saturday wedding with 125 guests
($4,500) compare to a tented wedding in your back yard?
      (Spoiler Alert: The comparable wedding in your back yard will cost more than DOUBLE!)
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Don't worry, you aren't the 1st to be surprised by this one. We created this page
because so many couples thought the backyard wedding would be cheaper &
easier... & they regretted it. When planning the biggest and most important day of
your life, it's best to rely on the experienced professionals! Contact us today. We can't
wait to talk to you & start planning your fairytale wedding! 

DueSorelleFarm.com      (434)985-3667    2195 Spotswood Trail, Ruckersville, VA


